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Basic configuration options Process multiple images at
once Support for BMP and JPEG image file formats
Built-in configurable quality Image import from browser
Image export to browser JPEG 2000 Compressor
Activation Code is a small software application
developed to help you convert JPEG and BMP images to
JP2 file format, as well as compress them. Plain layout
The GUI looks simple and embeds all configuration
settings in a single window, making it really easy for you
to tweak them. A double panel viewing mode allows you
to check out the original and compressed files at the
same time. In addition, you may select a user-defined
area from a picture and preview it in a dedicated panel.
Other viewing options worth being mentioned enable you
to reveal the original size, fit in the frame, as well as
center the photo. A help manual is not available so you
need to experiment a little bit with the built-in dedicated
parameters in order to understand how the utility works.
Compression and conversion settings JPEG 2000
Compressor offers you the possibility to alter the quality
of the compressed image very easily thanks to the builtin slider. At the end of the compression process, the
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application reveals information about the original and
output size values directly in the main window. The
utility lets you process JPEG, JPG, JPE, and BMP file
format. Pictures can be imported in the working
environment using the built-in browse button or drag-anddrop support. What’s more, you are allowed to go to the
next or previous picture from the folder and save the
converted files to JP2 file format. Tests have shown that
JPEG 2000 Compressor carries out a task quickly and
without errors. It eats up from a low up to a moderate
amount of CPU and memory resources. Final remarks
To sum things up, JPEG 2000 Compressor comes
packed with several handy features for helping you
compress and convert images to JP2 file format. The
intuitive layout makes it ideal for rookies and
professionals alike. JPEG 2000 Compressor Details: My
Computer My Computer Sort by JPEG 2000
Compressor is a small software application developed to
help you convert JPEG and BMP images to JP2 file
format, as well as compress them. Plain layout The GUI
looks simple and embeds all configuration settings in a
single window, making it really easy for you to tweak
them. A double panel viewing mode allows you to check
out the original
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The “standard” decompression functions. On input, they
decompress images into a region of memory. kJpegRead - kJpegWrite - kJpegXtract kJpegDecompressYPlanes - kJpegDecompressUPlanes kJpegDecompressVPlanes - kJpegDecompressPlanes kJpegDecompressSPlanes - kJpegDecompressTPlanes kJpegSqDecompressYPlanes kJpegSqDecompressUPlanes kJpegSqDecompressVPlanes kJpegSqDecompressPlanes kJpegSqDecompressSPlanes kJpegSqDecompressTPlanes - kJpegNoError kJpegError - kJpegDecompressRect kJpegDcDecompressRect - kJpegDcGetScanlineSize kJpegSubbandDecompress kJpegSubbandDecompressSigned kJpegSubbandDecompressU kJpegSubbandDecompressV kJpegSubbandDecompressY kJpegSubbandDecompressPlanes kJpegSubbandDecompressSPlanes kJpegSubbandDecompressTPlanes -
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kJpegSubbandNoError - kJpegSubbandError kJpegSubbandGetScanlineSize kJpegSubbandGetScanlineDxy - kJpegSubbandU kJpegSubbandV - kJpegSubbandY kJpegSubbandPlanes - kJpegSubbandSPlanes kJpegSubbandTPlanes - kJpegSubbandNoError kJpegSubbandError - kJpegSubbandGetScanlineSize kJpegSubbandGetScanlineDxy - kJpegSubbandDelta kJpegSubbandCountDelta - kJpegSubbandGetLinesize kJpegSubbandCountLinesize - kJpegSubbandLinesize kJpegSubbandGet 1d6a3396d6
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A multi-functional utility designed to compress and
convert images to JPEG 2000 file format. Plain layout
This small utility embeds all settings in a single window,
making it easy for you to tweak them. A double panel
viewing mode allows you to check out the original and
compressed images at the same time. Other viewing
options worth being mentioned include a possibility to
adjust the original size, fit in the frame, center the
picture, and reveal the original size. Compression and
conversion settings JPEG 2000 Compressor offers you to
alter the quality of the compressed image using a slider.
At the end of the conversion process, the application
shows information about the original and output size
values directly in the main window. The utility supports
importing pictures in the working environment using the
built-in browse button or drag-and-drop support. Tests
have shown that JPEG 2000 Compressor eats up from a
low up to a moderate amount of CPU and memory
resources. JPEG 2000 Tools Description: A small utility
designed to compress and convert images to JPEG 2000
file format. Plain layout This utility embeds all settings
in a single window, making it easy for you to tweak
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them. A double panel viewing mode allows you to check
out the original and compressed images at the same time.
Other viewing options worth being mentioned include a
possibility to adjust the original size, fit in the frame,
center the picture, and reveal the original size.
Compression and conversion settings JPEG 2000 Tools
offers you to alter the quality of the compressed image
using a slider. At the end of the conversion process, the
utility shows information about the original and output
size values directly in the main window. The utility
supports importing pictures in the working environment
using the built-in browse button or drag-and-drop
support. Tests have shown that JPEG 2000 Tools carries
out a task quickly and without errors. It eats up from a
low up to a moderate amount of CPU and memory
resources. Bitmap Format Converter Description: A
small utility designed to convert BMP file format into
JPEG, JPG, JPE, and DIB formats. Plain layout This
utility embeds all settings in a single window, making it
easy for you to tweak them. A double panel viewing
mode allows you to check out the original and converted
images at the same time. Other viewing options worth
being mentioned include a possibility to adjust the
original size, fit in the frame,
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A small utility that converts images to JP2 file format.
Features: JPEG 2000 Compressor allows you to
compress and convert images to JP2 file format. It is an
ideal application for creating archives. Main interface
The application is designed in the classic layout. All
configuration settings are available on a single window.
Plain layout allows you to check the original and
compressed files at the same time. You may view the
original image, fit it in the frame, and center the photo.
Help manual is not available, so you need to experiment
a little bit with the built-in dedicated parameters in order
to understand how the utility works. Support: JPEG 2000
Compressor carries out a task quickly and without errors.
The utility uses a low amount of CPU and memory
resources. The software supports all standard file
formats. Interface On the whole, the interface is not very
complicated to navigate. It is divided into two main
panels: the left one shows a thumbnail of the original
picture, the right one is used to preview the results of the
compression process. Review: This is a small utility that
allows you to compress and convert images to JP2 file
format. The interface is easy to navigate and shows all
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relevant data on a single window. Conclusion: JPEG
2000 Compressor is a small application developed to
help you compress and convert images to JP2 file
format. The application uses simple interfaces, so you do
not have to worry about learning some new jargon.
Shareware JetPDFPro 5.0 - PDF to JPG converter
software which converts your PDF documents to JPG
format with different parameters. You can convert PDF
documents to JPEG, PNG, GIF and TIFF image formats.
You can also embed watermarks, text and images into
your documents. It also provides a built-in CD or DVD
burning tool for creating professional-quality CD or
DVD backups. Best PDF Converter 1.0 - Best PDF
converter to convert PDF files to AVI, WMV, MP4,
MOV, 3GP, DivX, etc. Best PDF converter helps you
convert and edit PDF files. You can not only convert
PDF files to other popular video formats (AVI, WMV,
MP4, MOV, 3GP, FLV, MP3, etc.), but also perform the
image editing function. It enables you to protect PDF
files by adding a password, marking the pages,... Best
PDF Converter 8.0 - Best PDF converter to convert PDF
files to AVI, WMV, MP4, MOV, 3GP, DivX, etc. Best
PDF converter helps you convert and edit PDF files. It
enables you to protect PDF files by adding a password,
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marking the pages,... Antivirus Suite - Best Antivirus
Suite protects your system from viruses, worms,
spyware, adware, dialers, Trojans
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System Requirements For JPEG 2000 Compressor:

Minimum Specifications Operating System Windows 7
(32-bit, Vista 32-bit, XP 32-bit, 2000 32-bit) Windows
10 (64-bit) MacOS 10.5 (32-bit) Linux (x86)
Dependencies: Java 1.6 or higher AJAX+ jQuery If you
are using IE 8 and below you must switch
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